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43 cmExtremely safe, manual desk-top office guillotine
with „fast flick“ action clamp.

20
max.

mm

Technical specifications Product characteristics

Attractively priced entry model in brand name quality Made in Germany. SCS - the Safety 
Cutting System made by IDEAL provides numerous safety features:  hinged, transparent safety 
guard on the front table with locking device for the blade lever (a cut can only be executed if 
the safety guard is completely closed); transparent safety cover on the rear table; safe and 
convenient blade change from the front without removing machine covers; blade changing 
device with covered cutting edge; blade depth adjustment from the outside of the machine; 
cutting stick can be turned or replaced easily from the outside of the machine. Safety blade 
lever with patented overload protection while cutting. Fast flick action clamp provides optimal 
clamp pressure. Side lay, lockable backgauge and measuring scale (mm/inches). Solid all-
metal construction. Resharpenable blade made of German high-quality steel. Solid all-metal 
construction. Designed as table top machine, a stand is available as an option (at an extra 
cost).

Dimensions 470 x 720 x 575 mm (H x W x D)

height with stand 1210 mm

Weight 30.5 kg table top model

 41 kg with stand

Cutting length 430 mm

Cutting height 20 mm 

Narrow cut 36 mm

Table depth 340 mm

optional stand
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43
00TrANsPArENT sAfETy guArD

The hinged safety guard has to be closed to  
unlock the blade lever for the cutting process.

bLADE LEVEr

Effortless cutting: Safety blade lever with 
ergonomically designed handle and patented 
overload protection while cutting.

”fAsT fLICK” ACTIoN CLAmP

Efficient cutting is guaranteed by the ”fast 
flick“ action clamp. Insert paper stack, throw 
the lever to tighten – cut.

features

Technical data approximate. Subject to change. 01/2014

LoCKAbLE bACKgAugE

The measuring scale (mm / inches) allows a 
precise setting of the backgauge, which can be 
locked at the required dimension for accurate 
cuts. 

sAfE bLADE CHANgE

Safe and convenient blade change without 
removing covers. Blade changing device covers 
cutting edge of blade to protect the operator.

CuTTINg sTICK CHANgE

Turning or exchanging the cutting stick can 
easily be managed from the outside of the 
guillotine without using any tools.
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